
Prez Harris - Stay Together

{Skit: Couple Arguing}

{Verse 1: Prez Harris}

Let's Al Green stay together

Girl you got drive let me be yo Carl Weathers

Everybody is a fan of fair weather

But when it gets rough can you smooth it out like leather

Girl, our generation is amazing

At making every relation hard as a math equation

They divide, thats separation and subtract patience

For easy substitution the solution is just to find ex

{Skit: After Break-up}

But nevermind that

Wait rewind that, if I got that time back

I would grind that, I could ball like major linebacks

MLB we fight over little things

But girl if we stay together we could rule the industry

Perfect chemistry

Balanced with yo symmetry

Real down chick but I know you got that inner G

I'm not the enemy, we fighting wasting energy

Two wrongs don't make a right girl we need synergy

I know you into me, know you feel proximity

Just believe in me, baby time could be the Remedy

How can we move past the present?

How can we rule if we peasants?

How can reality shows be the phoniest?

How can the generation most connected be the loneliest?



{Verse 2: aleXander}

It's been a long time coming

One room us lovers after a long, hot summer

One hurts listening verses on 12-bar bummer, about ya boy leaving his other

Winter's gone, but where it at? I want to feel another

Christmas wind got me feeling like we still seeing each other

NaÃ¯vetÃ©, nativity, and native weather cover

Until the summer comes and then we get right back under the covers

But like any wound we all recover

Now I'm moving in with you and dreaming you're a mother

If you can't understand the verse I'm saying have another

Melt your body then get off scot-free like the name â€œCaruthersâ€•

Breaking down all of the notions that we can't be lovers-

Fighting only when we fight for peace and fight to keep each other

Banging only when we break the walls that keep us smothered

Equal, it's what I wanted for my people

{Skit: Stay Together}


